REMOTE ACCESS AND USE OF COMMENTARIES AND ATLA RELIGION DATABASE FOR EXEGESIS

This guide is for the use of LPTS students, and learning community. It shows step by step how to remotely access and use the ebook Commentaries as well as the Scripture hierarchy in ATLA Religion Database for exegesis.
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This pictorial guide is for current students and the LPTS learning community.

**Step 1:** [Start at lptslibrary.blogspot.com](http://lptslibrary.blogspot.com). Follow *Remote Access to Ebooks and Databases* link at the top.

Follow Step 2 to retrieve Commentaries and Steps 3 on for ATLA Religion Database

**Step 2:** At the Digital Resources Guide follow the [Link to Finding Commentaries](http://lptslibrary.blogspot.com) and you can retrieve full-text Commentaries.
Step 3: At the Digital Resources Guide, follow the link to Finding articles, book chapters, ebooks, and videos and this will take you to the ATLA Religion Database with Serials.

Step 4: Choose ATLA Religion Database

Step 5: Login in using your library barcode and password.
**Step 6:** Once you’re in EBSCOHOST make sure that you have the ATLA Religion Database is chosen. Follow the **Scriptures** link at the top of the screen.

**Step 7:** Select the Bible book and Chapter you want from the ATLA Hierarchical Scriptural Authority screen/page and click Expand.
Step 8: Then choose the verse

Step 9: The search for *Genesis* Chapter 1, verse 1 retrieved 1,511 articles which have some commentary or interpretation. Applying limits of full text reduced the number to 663, and scholarly journal further reduced it to 511. Dates, languages are also available as limits.